|
|
who has made the tricky musical leap that
|
allows him to pursue a niche of his own’
|
- Edmonton Journal
|
|
|
Listen on SoundCloud – bit.ly/horvat-yhnb (or request CD)
|
|
You Haven’t Been – this introspective piano album is a
|
follow-up response to Horvat’s first solo piano album ten years
|
ago (I’ll Be Good). Beautiful and captivating this is a meditative
collection full of hope and despair as it looks at this storytelling
|
pianist’s own struggles with mental health.
|
|
|
SELECT TRACKS
|
02. Despair – sparse, contemporary classical
04. Realizations – minimalist, worrisome, muffled emotions
|
07. Crestfallen – minimalist void
|
12. Distant – minimalist, alone in your thoughts
|
13. Diverging Crossroads – melancholy battle with self,
build to an impassioned divergence at the crossroads
|
|
|
FRANK HORVAT – Social Justice Composer & Pianist – this |
|
is his third solo piano album and part of the 4-album release of
his compositions happening during the week of Sept 18.
|
Dubbed the ‘I Am Who I Am’ releases, this body of work reflects |
who he is today as a person and composer, writing about social |
justice issues as well as the wondrousness of life, love and
|
longing. Whether he writes for his band, the concert stage or
|
film/tv, his music is both aggressive and introspective. With a
|
growing discography and composition premieres on four
|
continents, making an emotional and/or cerebral connection
|
with listeners is paramount.
|
|
Keywords: piano, classical crossover, mental
|
health, introspective, beautiful, despair, hypnotic
|
RIYL Philip Glass, Ludovico Einaudi, Michael
|
Nyman, Dustin O’Halloran
|
|
#releaseweek Sept 18-22
|
LIVE Online: Meet the people who make the music happen with |
interviews throughout the week as each album drops.
|
|
1 Week, 1 Composer, 4 Album Releases
|
Me to We – neo-romantic chamber album taking you on the journey
|
from solitude to love
The Current Agenda – electro-chamber album on social injustices
|
affecting our world today
|
You Haven’t Been – introspective solo piano album on mental health
|
struggles, composed and performed by Frank Horvat
Love in 6 Stages – avant-pop crossover album that takes you through |
|
Gaze, Lust and Bliss into a downward spiral to a Void

‘an accomplished classical musician

You Haven’t Been
Label – I Am Who I Am Records
Release Date – Sept 20, 2017
01. Crossroads Where I Stand
02. Despair
03. An Understated Resolve
04. Realizations
05. Goodbye Louisa
06. Desolate Heart
07. Crestfallen
08. Just One Moment
09. Longing
10. My Fractured Soul
11. Silent Struggle
12. Distant
13. Diverging Crossroads

3:51
2:47
3:43
3:10
4:30
2:46
3:10
2:32
3:41
3:07
2:36
3:24
8:32

Purchase album online at frankhorvat.com,
iTunes and stream on Spotify.

ALBUM COLLABORATORS
Frank Horvat
(composer/performer/producer)
Recorded at The Canterbury Music Co in
Toronto. Mastered by Dennis Patterson.

lisa@frankhorvat.com | 416-434-7870

More Info: frankhorvat.com/epk
Photos: frankhorvat.com/pics
Listen: bit.ly/horvat-yhnb (soundcloud)
Video: bit.ly/video-yhnb (youtube)
@frankhorvat
frankhorvatofficial
frankhorvatofficial

